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Phase Preserving Amplitude Saturation through
Tone Synthesis Assisted Saturated Four-Wave

Mixing
K. R. H. Bottrill, N. Taengnoi, Y. Hong, D. J. Richardson, P. Petropoulos

Abstract—When processing a data carrying signal with ampli-
tude saturation in a fibre-optic parametric amplifier, the signal
can be subject to a deleterious conversion of its amplitude noise
into phase noise. To overcome this, we propose and demonstrate
a scheme in which the products of four-wave mixing are instead
synthesised using spectral shaping of multicast replicas of the
signal, rather than naturally through four-wave mixing itself.
This allows us to emulate the advancement of four-wave mixing
without incurring unwanted amplitude noise to phase noise
conversion. A final stage of four-wave mixing is used to bring
about amplitude squeezing, with little impact on the phase noise
of the signal. Using this technique, we are able to demonstrate
phase preserving amplitude squeezing of a 10GBd QPSK signal
using as a medium, a highly nonlinear fibre in which the
traditional, single pump approach fails.

I. INTRODUCTION

Amplitude regeneration [1]–[3] is an essential member of
our developing all-optical signal processing toolkit and, along
with phase regeneration [4], [5], phase conjugation [6], [7],
harmonic generation [8] and wavelength conversion [9], [10],
is an important part of any future all-optical network [11].
There is interest in performing such operations purely in the
optical domain owing to the ultra-wide bandwidth, low latency
and high energy efficiency that all-optical schemes could offer
over optical-electronic-optical (OEO) approaches [12], [13].
Although these operations can be achieved optically through
a variety of phenomena, four-wave mixing (FWM) is notable
in that it can be used to implement them all.

Many FWM based all-optical processing schemes, despite
being effective at carrying out their desired function, often
exhibit some deleterious amplitude to phase noise conversion
(ANPNC), unless particular mitigating steps are taken. FWM
based amplitude saturation is no different. By studying the
Bessel formulation of FWM [14], [15], we showed in [16],
[17] that the extent of this ANPNC is determined by the
pump to signal power ratio used to achieve signal amplitude
squeezing and that by selecting as high a pump to signal power
ratio as possible (assuming a noiseless pump), ANPNC can
be suppressed. Whilst effective, this approach is subject to
all of the challenges associated with launching a powerful
continuous wave (CW) pump into a highly nonlinear fibre
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(HNLF), namely the generation of low noise pumps with the
necessary high power as well as the need to mitigate ad-
verse nonlinear effects, such as stimulated Brillouin scattering
(SBS). Furthermore, once processing of the optical signal is
complete, there is a considerable amount of optical power
which will be discarded as the regenerated signal is extracted
through filtering, limiting the efficiency of such processing
approaches.

To overcome the challenges associated with using high
pump to signal power ratios, we later demonstrated a two-
stage scheme to achieve amplitude saturation [3]. In that work,
we used an initial stage of FWM to produce a conjugate of
the signal which was loaded with phase noise due to self-
phase modulation (SPM). A second conjugating stage of FWM
was then finally used to achieve amplitude saturation whilst
simultaneously undoing the SPM induced distortion of the first
stage in a process similar to optical phase conjugation. As the
two stages of SPM counteract each other, very much lower
pump to signal power ratios can be used without a reduction
in performance, permitting the use of much lower pump
powers and hence reducing the complexity of the system.
This system was less challenging to implement but of course
did require two FWM stages along with the additional optical
componentry.

Fig. 1. Illustration of a) typical approach to FWM based amplitude saturation
b) the proposed, tone-synthesis based approach.

In this work (an extension of [18]), we present a new,
‘pumpless’ approach to amplitude squeezing, which offers low
power operation with low ANPNC, all the while circumventing
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any impediments due to SBS. Amplitude squeezing through
FWM can be considered to consist of two stages - an initial,
harmonic generating stage and a final amplitude saturating
stage, both of which take place consecutively in the same
fibre. In this work, we substitute the FWM-based harmonic
generating stage with a Mach-Zehnder modulator (MZM) and
a programmable optical filter (PF) which are used to synthesise
the required harmonic state before saturation. This state of
synthesised harmonics is then launched into an HNLF so
that the actual amplitude saturating stage can take place as
normal. The use of a MZM circumvents the ANPNC that
the signals would experience using the typical FWM based
approach and as the ‘pump’ is essentially derived from one
of the sidebands produced by the MZM, no additional laser
sources are required. Furthermore, SBS is largely overcome,
not only because the technique requires relatively low powers
to be launched into the FWM stage, but also because the
‘pump’ which normally consists of a modulated, data-carrying
signal, will typically have an effective bandwidth many times
that of the Brillouin gain bandwidth of 20− 50MHz [19].

We firstly demonstrate that it is possible to synthesise the
harmonics as described and that when they are launched into
the HNLF, FWM does indeed progress as expected. We then
apply the scheme to the regeneration of a 10 GBd QPSK
signal, providing constellation plots, noise statistics and BERs,
which we compare to the results obtained from a conventional,
single-pump saturated FWM system. Our proposed scheme
allows us to demonstrate phase preserving amplitude regener-
ation where the traditional, single-pump scheme fails.

II. BACKGROUND

A generalised schematic for achieving FWM-based ampli-
tude saturation is provided in Fig. 1-a) and coarsely, it can be
said that amplitude saturation is achieved by multiplexing a
pump with the signal to be regenerated and increasing the
power of either the signal, pump or both until saturation
occurs. A much better understanding of the process can be
gained through mathematical analysis. In a dispersionless
fibre, the longitudinal evolution of a pump, a signal and the
generated harmonics due to degenerate FWM can readily be
described by a Bessel formulation [14]–[17]:√
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where the subscript m corresponds to the order of the har-
monic in question (m = 1 for the signal, m = 0 for the
pump and negative values of m for conjugated tones), Pm,
ωm, φm is the power, radial frequency and phase of the
mth harmonic, γ is the nonlinear coefficient of the fibre, z
is the distance along the length of the fibre and Jn(x) is a
Bessel function of the first kind. Primed terms correspond
to values at point z along a fibre, whilst unprimed terms
correspond to their initial values. In short, this equation shows
that the evolution of every tone in the system can be described

by the sum of two Bessel functions of the first kind, with
argument 2

√
P0P1γz. Cross-phase modulation (XPM) and

SPM on the signal can be seen in the terms eiγzP0 and eiγzP1 ,
respectively and in [16], [17], we identified the relative change
in power between the two orthogonal Bessel functions to cause
a further phase modulation, which we named Bessel order
mixing (BOM). SPM and BOM are the predominant causes
of ANPNC [16], [17] and we previously showed that they both
can be suppressed by adopting a high pump to signal power
ratio. In the limit of high pump to signal power ratio (where
P0 >> P1), Eq. 1 becomes:√
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with the corresponding power evolution (obtained by taking
the modulus squared of Eq. 2) described by:

P ′m = P0J
2
m(2

√
P0P1γz) (3)

and ANPNC vanishes [16].

Fig. 2. Bessel functions of the first kind for orders 1 to 4. Harmonic generation
stage is highlighted in orange, amplitude saturation of the signal is highlighted
in blue.

Fig. 2 provides plots of squared Bessel functions of the
first kind with order between 1 and 4 (J2

1 (x), J2
2 (x), J2

3 (x)
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and J2
4 (x)). Note, that in the system described by Eq. 3, x

can be considered equal to 2
√
P0P1γz. Highlighted in blue

for J1(x) is the region in which the first maximum lies and
about which amplitude squeezing can take place. The peak in
J1(x) occurs for a value of x = 1.84 [16] and from Eq. 3,
implies that the necessary condition for amplitude saturation
of the signal is 2

√
P0P1γz = 1.84. In other words, when

the tones exit the fibre at z = L (the total length of the
optical fibre), 2

√
P0P1γL = 1.84 must be true in order for

the signal to leave the fibre with its amplitude saturated. In
its simplest implementation wherein only the first peak of the
Bessel function is used to squeeze the amplitude of a signal,
the system is intrinsically applicable only to single power level
signals, such as M-PSK formats although use of higher order
peaks may facilitate its application to multi-level formats.
Polarisation multiplexed signals can, however, be supported
using a polarisation diversity scheme [20]. Techniques for
all-optical regeneration not based on FWM include nonlinear
optical loop mirror based approaches for both single [21]
and multi-level signals [1], [22], single-level saturation in
semiconductor optical amplifiers [23] as well as multi-level
regeneration in a Mamyshev regenerator [24].

Although effective, raising the pump to signal power ratio
to suppress ANPNC is not without its practical challenges,
which we shall prove in this section. Indeed, we shall show
that, for a typical Germanium doped HNLF, with no additional
steps taken to raise its Brillouin threshold, it is not possible
to achieve an acceptably low ANPNC, even when using the
maximum pump power allowed for by SBS.

We assume, a posteriori, that the system will saturate
when P1 > P0 and hence from [16], we know that satura-
tion will occur when 2

√
P0P1γL = 1.26 (in contrast with

the case above for high pump to signal power ratio where
2
√
P0P1γL = 1.84). Defining the pump to signal power ratio

at saturation to be R = P0/P1 and setting the pump power
to be equal to the Brillouin threshold (the maximum usable
power), P0 = Pth, the saturation condition with maximal
pump power becomes 2Pth

√
1/RγL = 1.26 which can be

rearranged for R as:

R =

(
2PthγL

1.26

)2

(4)

Meanwhile, from [25] (and assuming no polarisation main-
tenance in the fibre, which results in the highest Brillouin
threshold - the best case scenario) we can formulate the
Brillouin threshold, Pth, of the fibre as:

Pth =
42Aeff
gBL

(5)

Substituting Eq. 5 into Eq. 4 we obtain:

R =

(
84Aeffγ

1.26gB

)2

(6)

Finally, substituting in the definition of the nonlinear coef-
ficient, γ = n2ω

cAeff
[26] allows us to make some important

simplifications:

R =

(
84n2ω

1.26gBc

)2

(7)

From Eq. 7 we can already draw some notable conclu-
sions, namely, that R, which must be maximised to minimise
ANPNC, depends neither upon the length, L, nor upon the
effective area, Aeff , of the medium; it is only the ratio of
nonlinear index to Brillouin gain coefficient, n2 : gb which
determines ANPNC.

Substituting in the following parameters typical of a Ger-
manium doped HNLF: n2 ≈ 2.96 × 10−20m2W−1 [27]
and gB ≈ 4 × 10−11mW−1 [25] and considering light of
wavelength 1550 nm, we find that R = 0.04 or equivalently
−14 dB. In other words, even with maximum pump power
permitted by SBS, saturation is only achieved when the signal
is 14 dB above the pump. In [16] we experimentally demon-
strated that, for acceptably low ANPNC, the pump to signal
power ratio should be considerably greater than 0 dB (indeed,
ideally it should be above 10 dB). Therefore, the conclusion
is that, without the adoption of SBS suppression schemes,
it is impossible to achieve acceptable performance using the
conventional scheme in a typical Germanium doped silica
HNLF. This provides our motivation to investigate alternative
schemes to reduce ANPNC and/or overcome SBS.

III. PROPOSED SCHEME

Returning to Fig. 2, the harmonic generation stage has been
highlighted in orange, and it can be seen to correspond to an
increasing, mostly linear region of J1(x) during which time
the higher order Bessel modes slowly increase in power. It
is clear that although no amplitude squeezing takes place in
this region, amplitude saturation cannot take place until there
is sufficient power in the higher harmonics - the generation
of which implies a concomitant accrual of ANPNC due to
SPM and BOM as the pump, signal and harmonics propagate
along the processing fibre. It is this region during which no
amplitude squeezing takes place and during which the majority
of the ANPNC occurs that we wish to bypass by synthesising
the harmonics described by Eq. 3 using some other equivalent
means.

Considering the Kerr effect to be effectively instantaneous,
the system is agnostic as to how a field at a particular time
and location in the fibre, A(z, t) came to be (contrast this
with, for instance, carrier depletion induced nonlinearity in
semiconductor optical amplifiers which occurs over much
longer timescales). This indicates that we can synthesise
it by any means we choose, a principle illustrated by the
schematic in Fig. 1-b). In this work, we choose to synthesise
the harmonics by producing a series of replicas of the original
signal in the frequency domain (akin to a frequency comb, but
with data carrying signals rather than monochromatic tones)
and conditioning the resultant tones using a PF so that they
follow the relative powers described by Eq. 3. These two
processing elements are essentially agnostic as to the nature
of the signals being processed - the MZM simply modulates
the incoming light to produce a frequency comb whilst the PF
applies a static, frequency dependent attenuation to the signal.
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Fig. 3. Top: Experimental set-up Bottom: Spectra at the identified stages of the set-up.

In other words, whilst we can replace the harmonic generating
stage using these two elements, we cannot replace the final,
amplitude saturating stage - for that, we still need to rely on
FWM. Note, that the proposed scheme relies on multicasting
the signal in the frequency domain by some method - this
multicasting need not be achieved using a MZM and indeed
other methods are applicable too. For instance, an overdriven
phase modulator may be used to produce the multicast signals
in much the same way as the MZM; the choice will come down
to practical considerations, for instance, phase modulators
require no bias control.

One important and notable difference between this synthe-
sised system and the conventional system is the nature of the
‘pump’. In the traditional system, the pump is a separate CW
tone which is multiplexed with the signal to be processed.
In contrast, the ‘pump’ in our proposed scheme is formed
from one of the tones produced by the MZM, hence our
description of the scheme as ‘pumpless’ - no additional optical
sources are needed to process the signal beside the signal itself.
The benefit in reducing system complexity is twofold - not
only are the high power, narrow linewidth pumps normally
needed for low ANPNC obsolete but also, because the pump

is essentially a wavelength converted replica of the original,
modulated signal, the spectral breadth of the pump acts to
increase its effective SBS threshold. Note that, as the tones
produced by the MZM are essentially identical, we can choose
any we like to constitute the pump. Naturally, we choose a
tone adjacent to the location of the original signal, so that the
processed output signal lies at the exact same wavelength as
the original input to the system. An important point to consider
is the phase relationship between the tones. Degenerate FWM
is known to result in the following phase relationship between
consecutive tones: φm+1 = 2φm − φm−1. By assuming all
tones produced by the MZM have the same phase, this condi-
tion is automatically replicated. Furthermore, we assume the
selection of a low dispersion HNLF as the processing medium.
In practice, although the dispersion is unlikely to be truly zero,
any deviation should manifest as a small perturbation, mainly
resulting in a reduction of phase matching and hence FWM
efficiency. In [16] we showed that the dispersionless model
above matched very well with experimental measurements,
only suffering errors when predicting the highest harmonic
orders measured (n > 4). If the improvement of FWM
efficiency is desired, any phase error between the tones due
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Fig. 4. a) Spectra of synthesised launch waves for harmonic orders from 1 to 4; b) Signal output power as it varies with signal input power for harmonic
orders from 1 to 4; c) Output spectra for the (-1)-(+1) case, d) Output spectra for the (-2)-(+2) case, e) Output spectra for the (-3)-(+3) case, f) Output spectra
for the (-4)-(+4) case.

to the HNLF or any other part of the system could be
compensated by using the phase shifting functionality of a
so capable PF, but for the sake of simplicity, we do not adopt
such a technique here.

All in all, the system allows us to achieve low ANPNC
amplitude squeezing in a relatively low power system with
no need for additional light sources and an intrinsically low
susceptibility to SBS.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP

The experimental set-up used in this study is provided in
Fig. 3. The diagram has been divided into 3 sections, the
transmitter (orange), the regenerator (green) and the receiver
(purple). The transmitter generates either a CW test signal, or
a 10 GBd single polarisation QPSK signal which first passes
through a MZM so that a controllable amount of amplitude

noise can be applied to it, for characterisation. The signal is
then launched into an EDFA to compensate for the loss in the
noise loading stage.

Within the regenerator, the signal first passes through the
MZM (with an insertion loss of 4 dB) which is used to create
a series of tones in the frequency domain with a spacing of
37.5GHz (see black trace in Fig. 3). This tone spacing was
used as it is equal to an integer multiple of the granularity of
the PF and hence allows for the most accurate production of
the desired optical response. The PF (a wavelength selective
switch with an insertion loss of 5 dB) is used to filter
the tones so that their relative powers agree with Eq. 3,
as desired. After passing through the PF, the signals are
first amplified to a moderate power level (around 21 dBm,
depending upon the scenario being tested) before passing
through the HNLF to undergo FWM (the red spectrum in
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Fig. 3 shows an example spectrum which might be carved from
the frequency comb). The fibre is a 300m, dispersion flattened,
strained HNLF, with the following parameters (measured at
1550nm): α = 0.88 dBkm−1, D = −0.08 psnm−1km−1,
D′ = 0.018 ps2nm−1km−1, λ0 = 1554.44 nm and γ =
11.6 W−1km−1 (see blue spectrum in Fig. 3 for an example of
the output of the HNLF). After mixing, the processed signal is
selected using an optical bandpass filter, after which it enters
the receiver.

The receiver consists of a variable attenuator followed by
an EDFA, an optical bandpass filter to reject ASE and finally a
coherent receiver. The combination of variable attenuator and
EDFA allows for the control of the received OSNR so that
BERs can be measured.

V. RESULTS

The system was first characterised using a CW laser as its
input signal so that re-establishment of the evolution described
by Eq. 3 could be verified. Although a wave-based formulation
of FWM involves the evolution of an infinite series of harmon-
ics, we restrict ourselves to approximations involving a finite
number of harmonics centred around the pump. This not only
makes the technique more accessible, both for ourselves and
for future implementers, but also helps to maximise OSNR; the
accurate replication of the relative powers described by Eq. 3
often requires attenuation of many of the tones, with a resultant
decrease in OSNR. We justify this truncation by positing that,
because the power of the harmonics decreases with increasing
absolute harmonic order, the harmonics become increasingly
less important as their order increases. Of note, Matsumoto
has shown that good approximation to saturation in FWM can
be obtained using a semi-analytical approach considering only
the pump, signal, the signal’s idler and the second harmonic
[28].

There are two main dependent variables that are of interest
to us: the length of the truncated harmonic series and the value
of x emulated, both adjusted using the PF. Note that, to achieve
saturation, we must choose values of x that are < 1.84; we
should not be under any illusion, that by tuning the relative
powers of the tones to follow J2

m(1.84), we would be able
to squeeze the signal without it ever undergoing FWM - the
action of the MZM is agnostic to the instantaneous phase of
the input signal and therefore incapable of achieving this.

We firstly study what effect the length of the truncated
series has upon the behaviour of the system. To do so, we
use the MZM and PF to produce a series of harmonics whose
relative power can be described by J2

m(x), where x = 1.5.
The value of x = 1.5 is chosen as it is near but just below
the power required for saturation (which lies at x = 1.84),
but still relieves the fibre of producing a substantial amount
of FWM. We will consider consecutive series of harmonics,
from harmonic p to harmonic q and represent such a scenario
as the case ‘(p) − (q)’, such that ‘(-2)-(+2)’ represents the
case where the following set of harmonics are included: -2,
-1, 0, 1, 2. Fig. 4 provides results for the following cases: (-
1)-(+1), (-2)-(+2), (-3)-(+3), and (-4)-(+4). In Fig. 4-a, spectra
are overlaid for all four scenarios to show that, aside from the

Fig. 5. Input signal power at saturation as it varies with the argument, x, of
the Bessel functions used to determine harmonic powers in the synthesised
input wave.

omitted tones, the input spectrum is otherwise the same for
each scenario. In order to find the location of the saturation
region, the total power launched into the HNLF is varied using
an EDFA. Fig. 4-b shows the signal output power versus the
signal input power for each of the four considered scenarios.
Scenarios (-2)-(+2), (-3)-(+3), and (-4)-(+4) all show a reason-
ably similar behaviour, with a peak in power located around
16 dBm signal input power, meanwhile the (-1)-(+1) case is
notably different; here the peak is located at a much higher
power of 20 dBm. This pattern is repeated in the spectra shown
in Figs. 4 -c, -d, -e, and -f, which correspond to scenarios (-
1)-(+1), (-2)-(+2), (-3)-(+3), and (-4)-(+4), respectively, after
mixing in the HNLF with total launch powers of ≈23.3 dBm.
Like before, we see that scenarios (-2)-(+2), (-3)-(+3), and (-
4)-(+4) all show similar spectra, with the (-1)-(+1) case being
notably different; the pump can be seen to have been amplified
and each successive harmonic is of lower power than that of
the order preceding it. These results indicate the importance
of the 2nd and conjugated 2nd harmonic to the mechanism of
saturation and show that the three tone scenario, (-1)-(+1), is
a very different system from the others considered, suggesting
at least that it is not a good approximation to the system
described by the Bessel formulation (too many harmonics
have been omitted). These results show that the principle
mechanism behind saturation is the interaction between the
5 tones in the (-2)-(+2) case and propose that saturation
occurs when the signal and conjugate transition from receiving
gain from the pump to delivering gain (and therefore being
depleted) to the 2nd and conjugated 2nd harmonic.

Next we study the effect of synthesising launch spectra
corresponding to Eq. 3 with different values of x, the argument
of the Bessel function. Here we consider the (-2)-(+2) scenario,
as we have shown it to have similar behaviour for the higher
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Fig. 6. Constellation plots for 3 input amplitude noise cases: 8.5% rms., 12.2% rms. and 20.2% rms.. Five cases are shown: Column 1) back to back;
Column 2) Single Pump scheme; Column 3) (-1)-(+1) case; Column 4) (-2)-(+2) case; Column 5) (-3)-(+3) case.

harmonic cases and spectra which conform with Eq. 3 can be
realised with lower OSNR penalty, given the reduced number
of tones that need to be generated. The signal output power
was measured as it varies with signal input power for different
values of x. The first peak in power is the scenario desired for
squeezing and so these were then identified. Figure 5 provides
a plot of the input signal power needed to saturate against
the argument of the Bessel function, x, experimental points
are plotted with squares and have been connected by Akima
splines. The lower the signal power used to achieve saturation,
the lower the expected ANPNC and so x values located around
the minimum of 1.3-1.4 represent good candidate values for
this parameter.

With potential operating parameters identified, we move
on to demonstrate the performance of the system upon data
carrying signals. We replace the CW wave with a 10 GBd
QPSK signal, generated using an IQ modulator driven by
two decorrelated PRBS15 drive waveforms. Using a coherent
receiver (along with a local oscillator for intradyne detection),
regenerative performance was studied using constellation di-
agrams, noise statistics, and finally, BERs as metrics. For
comparison, a simple, single pump scheme (SPS scheme)
was implemented by bypassing the MZM and PF used for
tone synthesis and instead multiplexing with the signal a CW
pump with power held at 21.5 dBm, just below the Brillouin
threshold of the HNLF. The signal power was increased until

saturation was achieved, which occurred for a signal power
of 25 dBm. According to our work in [16], operating in this
regime, with a pump to signal power ratio of −3.5 dB, should
result in unacceptably bad performance. As such, this might
seem a poor comparison for our scheme, however, we note that
both schemes have been implemented in the exact same fibre
with the same extent of Brillouin suppression. Furthermore,
the SPS scheme is operated using the maximum pump power
possible and likely possesses OSNR advantages relative to the
proposed scheme, due to the absence of the losses associated
with the MZM and PF.

Figure 6 provides constellation plots for five different sys-
tems operating at three different input magnitude noise levels,
∆Magin = 8.5% rms., 12.2% rms. and 20.2% rms. The
systems shown are as follows: Column 1 - back to back per-
formance with the signal entering the receiver straight after the
noise loading stage (black symbols); Column 2 - SPS scheme
(pink symbols); Column 3 - our proposed scheme in the (-1)-
(+1) configuration (orange symbols), Column 4 - our proposed
scheme in the (-2)-(+2) configuration (green symbols), Column
5 - our proposed scheme in the (-3)-(+3) configuration (blue
symbols). Comparing the performance of the systems in the
first row with ∆Magin = 8.5% rms. (corresponding to the
case with amplitude noise loading deactivated), we can see
that all of the regenerative systems increase phase noise by
some margin relative to the back to back case, with the SPS
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scheme and (-1)-(+1) schemes being notably worse than the
(-2)-(+2) and (-3)-(+3) schemes. Considering now the second
row, with ∆Magin = 12.2% rms., we can see that all of
the regenerative schemes successfully reduce amplitude noise.
However, ANPNC is clearly evident for both the SPS scheme
and (-1)-(+1) scheme (the former outperforming the latter),
whilst the (-2)-(+2) and (-3)-(+3) schemes show no visible
increase in phase noise over the ∆Magin = 8.5% rms.
case. Finally, we consider the ∆Magin = 20.2% rms. case
shown in the third row, which is meant to test the limits of
our proposed scheme. The back to back constellation plot
shows that this scenario corresponds to a considerable amount
of amplitude noise (with concomitant phase noise being due
to chirp induced by the single drive, noise loading MZM).
Once again, all four regenerative schemes show a reduction in
amplitude noise, however, the signal is rendered irrecoverable
by the (-1)-(+1) scheme, with the SPS scheme providing the
second best performance - the signal is still recoverable but is
heavily distorted by phase noise. Once again, the (-2)-(+2) and
(-3)-(+3) systems show the best performance, with a notable
decrease in amplitude noise and very little increase in phase
noise. The output symbol clusters in these cases can be seen to
have taken on a somewhat teardrop shape, with a narrower tip
directed toward the center of the plot. This narrower tip can be
seen to be the remanents of the population of input symbols
with the lowest power (seen in the last row of the first column
of Figure 6); the power deviation of these symbols relative to
the mean symbol power has essentially exceeded the ability
of J1(x) function to squeeze. Altogether, these results support
the operating philosophy of the scheme - that ANPNC can be
reduced by replacing FWM based tone generation by a linear
alternative, such as the MZM followed by PF in the present
work.

We now move on to consider the change in noise statistics
caused by application of these regenerative systems. Fig. 7-a)
shows the change in output error vector magnitude (EVMout)
for each of the four regenerative systems as it varies with
∆Magin. Both the SPS system and the (-1)-(+1) system can
be seen to result in a large increase in EVMout with increas-
ing ∆Magin, rendering these schemes largely unsuitable for
regeneration without some accompanying phase regenerative
system to undo the ANPNC caused. The (-2)-(+2) and (-
3)-(+3) systems on the other hand, result in improvements
in EVMout for all but the lowest ∆Magin case, with the
improvement increasing with increasing ∆Magin, although
the (-2)-(+2) system slightly outperforms the (-3)-(+3) system.
Fig. 7-b) shows the output magnitude noise ∆Magout as it
varies with ∆Magin and hence shows the regenerator’s ability
to squeeze the amplitude of the signal. As was indicated by
the constellation plots, all schemes are indeed effective at
reducing the amplitude noise of the signal, with all schemes
offering a greater reduction in ∆Magout with increasing
∆Magin. Interestingly, the (-2)-(+2) and (-3)-(+3) schemes
show slightly improved squeezing relative to the SPS and (-1)-
(+1) schemes. The final plot, Fig. 7-c), provides the change in
phase noise, ∆φout as it varies with ∆Magin and hence shows
the extent of ANPNC each scheme exhibits. Reflecting the
constellation plots, the (-1)-(+1) scheme results in the largest

Fig. 7. Plots of the change in noise statistics relative to the noise loaded
back to back for the Single Pump, (-1)-(+1), (-2)-(+2) and (-3)-(+3) cases: a)
Change in EVM; b) Change in ∆Magin; c) Change in ∆Φout.
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Fig. 8. Plots of BER as it varies with OSNR for the three considered noise cases: 8.5% rms. (open symbols), 12.2% rms. (half-filled symbols) and
20.2% rms. (filled symbols). Results are presented for the back to back case (circles), (-2)-(+2) case (squares) and the (-3)-(+3) case (triangles).

increase in ∆φout which only becomes worse with increasing
∆Magin. This is followed by the SPS scheme which likewise
shows a deterioration in ∆Φout which becomes worse with
∆Magin, but at a slower rate. Finally, the (-2)-(+2) and (-
3)-(+3) schemes show the smallest increase in ∆Φout. This
degradation decreases with increasing ∆Magin and indeed
constitutes an improvement in ∆Φout for the highest noise
levels studied. This improvement is due to the chirp induced
by the noise loading MZM being undone by the SPM in the
scheme.

Lastly, in Fig. 8, we provide BER plots (without the use of
FEC) to confirm the functioning of the scheme. The same
three noise cases considered in the constellation plots in
Fig. 6 and three scenarios are considered: back to back, (-
2)-(+2) and (-3)-(+3). BERs were not taken for the SPS
and (-1)-(+1) schemes as, given the results presented in
Fig. 6 and Fig. 7, they would be predictably much worse
than (-2)-(+2) and (-3)-(+3) cases. For the lowest noise case
(Fig. 8-a), ∆Magin = 8.5% rms., the regenerated signals
for both the (-2)-(+2) and (-3)-(+3) cases (open green squares
and open blue triangles, respectively) can be seen to have
≈0.75 dB worse receiver sensitivity than the back to back
case (open black circles). In the intermediate noise case,
∆Magin = 12.2% rms. (Fig. 8-b), the (-2)-(+2) and (-3)-
(+3) systems (half-filled green squares and half-filled blue
triangles, respectively) result in a ≈0.5 dB improvement in
receiver sensitivity for a BER of 10−4. Finally, for the highest
noise case (Fig. 8-c), ∆Magin = 20.2% rms., the (-2)-(+2)
case can be seen to offer an improvement in receiver sensitivity
of ≈1.5 dB for a BER of 10−3, whilst the (-3)-(+3) case only
offers a ≈1 dB improvement. This mirrors the EVM plot
provided in Fig. 7-a) and is possibly due to a reduced OSNR
in the (-3)-(+3) case relative to the (-2)-(+2) on account of the
higher required total launch power for saturation and hence
higher ASE emitted by the pre-HNLF EDFA.

VI. CONCLUSION

We have proposed a new concept for all-optical signal
processing that relies on inter-tonal power transfer FWM and
applied it to realise a ‘pumpless’ FWM based amplitude
regenerator. The scheme allows us to deliver phase preserving

amplitude regeneration without any additional pumps using
an HNLF in which the standard, single pump scheme fails
to do so. The elimination of the requirement for additional
high power laser sources and stimulated Brillouin scattering
suppression in exchange for a MZM and a PF (both of
which can offer multichannel operation) may represent a large
cost saving. This scheme not only enables simplified optical
processing schemes, but also allows for the exploration of
synthetic launch conditions which would not naturally occur in
simple pump based systems and as such, we believe that it will
facilitate further research into advanced processing schemes.
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